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ABSTRACT
As increasing the performance of single-threaded processors
becomes increasingly difficult, consumer desktop processors are
moving toward multi-core designs. One way to enhance the
performance of chip multiprocessors that has received
considerable attention is the use of thread-level speculation
(TLS). As a case study, we manually parallelized several of the
SPEC CPU2000 floating point and integer applications using
TLS. The use of manual parallelization enabled us to apply
techniques and programmer expertise that are beyond the current
capabilities of automated parallelizers. With the experience
gained from this, we provide insight into ways to aggressively
apply TLS to parallelize applications for high performance. This
information can help guide future advanced TLS compiler design.
For each application, we discuss how and where parallelism was
located within the application, the impediments to extracting this
parallelism using TLS, and the code transformations that were
required to overcome these impediments. We also generalize
these experiences to a discussion of common hindrances to TLS
parallelization, and describe methods of programming that help
expose application parallelism to TLS systems. These guidelines
can assist developers of uniprocessor programs to create
applications that can easily port to TLS systems and yield good
performance. By using manual parallelization on SPEC2000, we
provide guidance on where thread-level parallelism exists in these
well known benchmarks, what limits its extraction, how to reduce
these limitations and what performance can be expected on these
applications from a chip multiprocessor system with TLS.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming –
parallel programming; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design
Tools and Techniques; C.1.4 [Processor Architectures]: Parallel
Architectures.

General Terms
Performance, Algorithms, Design, Measurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As high-performance uniprocessors have increased in complexity,
further improvements in performance have become tremendously
difficult to implement. The combined difficulties caused by
increasing verification and validation times, wire delays, power
dissipation and circuit unreliability have bolstered arguments
against continuing to develop such highly centralized
architectures. As a result, virtually every major manufacturer of
high-performance processors has announced one or more chip
multiprocessors (CMPs) [6][9][10][11][15]. Multiple cores will
easily provide benefits for multithreaded workloads, but many
applications are written for uniprocessors and will therefore not
automatically benefit from CMP designs.
While these
applications could be parallelized into threads, they usually
contain data and control flow dependences that render this a
daunting task, especially for poorly-understood legacy code
designed by previous programmers.
Thread-level speculation (TLS) hardware simplifies this task by
providing support for speculative threads, which can execute in
parallel, but dynamically roll back and re-execute if dependences
exist between threads. Numerous publications have shown that
many applications are amenable to parallelization with TLS
[16][17][18][23][25][26].
SPEC CPU2000 benchmark
applications are commonly used, but few publications provide
insight into where and how parallel threads are extracted from the
source code. Typical results instead specify only “overview”
statistics such as the number of regions parallelized, the percent
coverage of the application, the average thread-length and perhaps
the functions parallelized.
In this paper, we describe how we manually parallelized several
SPEC2000 applications using TLS. This is useful in many ways.
The use of manual parallelization meant that we were not
constrained by the need to use techniques that can be automated.
We made minor modifications to the applications and used
programmer expertise to obtain higher performance than current
automated tools can generate. By describing the obstacles to
parallelization and the aggressive parallelization techniques we
have used to overcome them, we provide examples of methods
that may potentially be automated and implemented by advanced
TLS compilers in the future. In this paper, we also provide a deep
understanding of where thread-level parallelism (TLP) exists in

Table 1. Memory system specifications

Table 2. Loop-only TLS overheads
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several important SPEC2000 benchmarks, which is useful
imformation for others pursuing related research using these
applications.
Finally, our experience parallelizing these
applications gave us an understanding of common programming
styles that inhibit parallelization, and we provide guidelines for
uniprocessor programmers to avoid creating code that obscures
the inherent parallelism in their applications.
In the next section, we provide a short review of TLS. In Section
3 we describe the process and techniques of using TLS to
manually parallelize applications. Following this, Section 4
explains the specific way in which each SPEC2000 application
was parallelized. In Section 5 we present our observations and
experiences arising from this study. Section 6 relates our research
to other research in this field, and in Section 7 we summarize our
conclusions.

2. THREAD-LEVEL SPECULATION (TLS)
We will provide only a brief explanation of TLS and our
implementation of it here. More details on TLS can be found in
[16][17][18][23][25]. With TLS, the programmer cuts sequential
execution into sequentially ordered, non-overlapping threads,
even when some memory locations may still exhibit true data
dependences between the threads. The TLS hardware then
attempts to execute the threads in parallel, while tracking all

Overheads for
loop-only TLS
Regular
events

Irregular
events

Software handler

Instruction
count

Start loop
End of each
loop iteration
Finish loop
Violation: local
Violation: receive from another CPU
Hold: buffer full
Hold: exception

~30
12
~22
7
7
12
17 + OS

memory accesses to detect dependences. Anti-dependences are
addressed through write buffering and in-order commits. True
dependences are enforced using memory access tracking and
thread rollback/restart capabilities. In this manner, the TLS
system provides the appearance of sequential execution.
The TLS hardware implementation used for this paper is the
Stanford Hydra chip multiprocessor. It comprises four pipelined,
single-issue, MIPS-based R3000 processor cores. Each core has
private instruction and data L1 caches, and the four cores share a
write-back L2 cache via a snoopy bus, as shown in Figure 1.
Essential details of this architecture are provided in Table 1 and
more information can be found in [8]. Table 2 specifies the TLS
system software handler overheads that exist for this system to
start a speculative region (e.g. a loop parallelized speculatively),
to finish a speculative region and to complete each thread within a
region (e.g. each loop iteration). True dependences also incur
overhead from a small exception handler. The speculation and
violation overheads are important, as TLS parallelization focuses
heavily on selecting threads and designing communication
between them in a manner that reduces these overheads. We
decided to use the TLS system in its simplest and lowest-overhead
mode, loop-only speculation, which was intended specifically to
parallelize single-level loops. This mode allows speculation on
only one region at a time, without the ability to begin nested
speculation on a second region within a first region. Performance
on the TLS CMP was measured on a cycle-accurate simulator
under three scenarios: a realistic memory model, a perfect
memory model and a perfect memory model with no TLS system
software handler overheads.
The realistic memory model
accurately simulates the effects of bus contention and memory
access queuing. The performance measurements presented here
were done using applications compiled by GCC 2.7.2 with
optimization level -O2 on an SGI workstation running IRIX 6.5.

3. MANUAL TLS PARALLELIZATION
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Figure 1. Hydra chip multiprocessor

While many studies have concentrated on automated techniques
for TLS parallelization, we use manual parallelization. Manual
parallelization enables the extraction of more parallelism than is
currently possible for automated methods and can point the way
for further development of automated tools. We use manual
parallelization techniques without regard to whether these can be
automated or not. By not restricting our analysis to automatically
extractable parallelism or legal compiler transformations, we can
more closely approach the limits of TLS parallelization. We also
provide insight into where parallelism actually exists in these
applications, with the hope of bringing alternate approaches to
parallelization to the attention of the developers of automated
tools.

Table 3. Benchmark characteristics

3.1 Parallelization Techniques
We will discuss the use of a variety of techniques to parallelize
applications within SPEC2000. The techniques will be briefly
listed here, but more detail on these has been published in
[7][12][19][20][26]. The techniques fall into two categories.
Techniques in the first category have been automated to some
extent in previous research, while techniques in the second
category require more extensive knowledge of the application and
possibly changes to the program that most compilers cannot make.
In the first category, techniques that can be easily automated
within compilers, are simple code motion, loop chunking/slicing,
parallel reductions and explicit synchronization. Code motion
seeks to make the first exposed load and the last write to each
memory location as close together as possible, as this reduces the
critical execution window during which a thread executing this
code could suffer a violation. Secondarily, it seeks to move this
window as close to the start of the thread as possible, to reduce
the lost execution time if a violation does occur. Loop chunking
is the technique of grouping multiple iterations of a loop together
as a single thread in order to reduce per thread overheads. These
sets of loops grouped in each thread can also be unrolled, to
further reduce overheads. Loop slicing is the opposite, where
long iterations of a loop are split into multiple threads, either to
allow for more parallelism or to reduce the lost execution when a
thread suffers a violation, by effectively checkpointing the
iteration before it completes.
Parallel reductions allow
summations, multiplications and similar operations to complete in
parallel, rather than forcing contention for a single accumulator
variable. Explicit synchronization is useful when violations occur
frequently and at a regular spot in a thread, and these violations
can be avoided to prevent discarded execution.
The second category, techniques that are difficult to automate,
include speculative pipelining, algorithm/data structure adaptation
and complex value prediction. These techniques are described
briefly here and in more detail in [19]. Speculative pipelining
refers to converting fairly independent sequential portions of a
program into iterations of a loop, and then executing the iterations
of this loop in parallel speculatively. This often requires
dynamically selecting the next iteration to execute.
Algorithm/data structure changes refers to making limited changes
to an application’s algorithm or data structures to remove
significant impediments that obscure the parallelism otherwise
inherent in the application. These changes are beyond the
capabilities of current compilers, since they actually modify the
executed algorithm. However, all changes we propose are
relatively minor; none require a fundamental redesign or rewrite
of the application for multiprocessing. Complex value prediction
refers to adding code to predict the future value of a memory
location that often causes violations. This allows the memory
location to be updated early, reducing the critical execution
window during which violations can occur, when the prediction is
correct. These predictions are usually difficult to automate,
because making an accurate early prediction often requires some
high-level knowledge of the intent or design of the algorithm.

3.2 The Parallelization Process
Our applications were profiled using reference input data sets on
native hardware with a processor similar to the ones modeled in
the simulated TLS system. The profiles were done with global

Benchmark

CFP
2000

177.mesa
179.art
183.equake
188.ammp

CINT
2000

175.vpr
181.mcf
300.twolf

Application category
3-D graphics library
Image recognition/neural networks
Seismic wave
propagation simulation
Computational chemistry
FPGA circuit
placement and routing
Combinatorial optimization
Place and route simulator

Lines of
code
61,343
1,270
1,513
14,657
17,729
2,412
20,459

optimizations both on and off. With global optimizations on,
more accurate statistics were generated for the percentage of
execution time spent in each section of the code. With global
optimizations off, a more informative basic-block, butterfly
profile could be generated. This listed the execution time and
number of times executed for each basic block, and also the
calling pattern between the basic blocks.
By examining this data, a programmer can rapidly identify
candidate locations for speculative threads based upon the number
of loop iterations executed, the thread lengths that would be
generated and the percentage of execution time that would be
parallelized. Upon examining these locations, a programmer or
automated tool can determine which variables will be shared
between threads, and these shared variables may not remain
register-allocated. The programmer or automated tool inserts
code tags to track shared variables and split execution into
threads, and the program is then executed speculatively. Finally,
the resulting performance statistics are examined to determine the
variables which are causing the largest performance losses due to
violations, techniques for exposing parallelism are applied, and
the cycle of testing, performance analysis and program
modification are repeated until no further speedup can be
generated.
Due to the manual nature of this process, only a few locations in
the source code are generally chosen for parallelization.
Supplementing this manual parallelization with automated
parallelization of the remainder of the code is always possible, of
course, but this paper’s objective is to focus on parallelism that is
difficult to expose automatically, so we only present results from
our manual efforts.

4. SPEC CPU2000 PARALLELIZATION
The SPEC2000 suite contains 14 floating point and 12 integer
benchmarks representative of compute-intensive applications. For
TLS parallelization, we selected the four floating point
applications that are coded in C, since they are more difficult to
parallelize than the Fortran benchmarks. We then selected three
of the integer benchmarks based upon their source code size and
indications from profiling that they would be amenable to manual
parallelization with TLS. For example, a high concentration of
execution time within just a small number of functions was
considered a good sign. Information on the selected benchmarks
is given in Table 3.
In the remainder of this section, we describe the ways in which
each application was parallelized and the characteristics that
limited speedup. We located useful parallelism within many

Table 4. Code transformations
SPEC CFP2000
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177
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pipelining
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Complex value
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SPEC CINT2000

179
art
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equake

188
ammp

X

X

X

X

175
vpr

181
mcf

X
X

X

X
X

300
twolf

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

applications. Because many researchers are very familiar with the
applications in SPEC2000, we are very specific, even listing the
names of subroutines and variables within each application.
Table 4 shows the TLS techniques that were utilized to expose
parallelism in each application.
These techniques were
incrementally added, and they built upon each other to generate
the final speedup. For example, in certain cases a simple
technique may greatly increase performance, but only following
the application of a complex technique. We discuss the simpler
applications first, and then cover the more complex ones.
Table 5 provides the speedup that was achieved on the speculative
regions in each application at various stages of parallelization. At
each stage, the total speedup and the incremental speedup arising
from the last techniques applied are provided for a realistic
memory model and also a perfect one with and without TLS
software handler overheads. All results utilized the reference
input data sets. Because of long simulation times and the largetime-scale cyclic behavior of the reference runs, representative
samples encompassing whole application cycles were selected for
simulation, similar to the strategy suggested by [21]. It should be
noted that in the following discussions, whenever we discuss the
execution time, violation frequency or some other statistic for a
subroutine, we are including the contributions not only of that
subroutine, but of all other subroutines that it calls, as well.

4.1 183.equake
Equake is a seismic wave propagation simulation. It is
extremely simple to parallelize. The five main calculation loops
in the time integration loop were parallelized, along with the loop
in the smvp subroutine. For the five loops nested in the time
integration loop, each loop was individually parallelized, and ten
iterations of each loop were chunked together to form each thread,
providing a slight additional increase in performance. The
parallelization of smvp used one iteration per thread.

4.2 179.art
Art is an image recognition application that uses neural
networks. Once again, it is extremely simple to parallelize, with
95% of the execution time split between two subroutines, match
and train_match. In these, each loop to update a member of
the f1_layer (P, Q, U, V, W, X, Y) was treated as a speculative
region, with ten iterations of each loop chunked together as a
single thread. Additionally, the P, V, W and Y loops used parallel

Figure 2. Execution pattern and violations of 177.mesa
reductions for summations, and the Y loop also utilized a parallel
reduction for a logical AND. Each of the techniques provided a
substantial gain in performance. The poor performance of the
basic parallel version under the perfect memory model results
from instruction count increases due to both the TLS software
handler overheads and the need to force register allocated
variables into the caches to allow the detection of violations.
These instruction count increases affect the real memory speedups
less than the perfect memory speedups, since their effects are
masked by the memory delays in the real memory model.

4.3 177.mesa
Mesa is a 3-D graphics library. The bulk of execution (84%)
occurs within general_textured_triangle, which is
called many times per execution of gl_render_vb in
vbrender.c.
By simply making each call to
general_textured_triangle a speculative thread, a
175% speedup is gained on this code. However, there is a
problem with this approach. The problem arises from the fact that
each call to general_textured_triangle calls
gl_write_texture_span several times (an average of 3.5),
where most of the execution time actually occurs. This subroutine
invokes gl_depth_test_span_less in depth.c once
each time, where reads and writes to an array zptr[] occur,
causing occasional violations. These violations are especially
expensive because each one can force the discarding of all more

Table 5. Speedup resulting from each additional transformation

Application

C
F
P
2
0
0
0

Speculative
regions

Location of top level of
speculative region(s).
Line numbers are for
SPEC CPU2000,
version 1.00.
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Cumul. Increm.
Cumul. Increm. Cumul. Increm. speedup, speedup,
speedup, speedup, speedup, speedup, perfect, perfect,
real
real
perfect perfect
no
no
overhead overhead

177.
mesa

1

vbrender.c,
lines 897-901

84%

Basic

175%

175%

179%

179%

179%

179%

179.
art

7

scanner.c, lines 405477 (7 loops) and
545-617 (7 loops)

95%

Basic
Parallel reductions
Loop chunking/slicing

60%
122%
154%

60%
39%
14%

0%
43%
282%

0%
43%
167%

0%
112%
294%

0%
112%
86%

183.
equake

6

quake.c, lines 449478 (5 loops) and
1195-1220

Basic

135%

135%

185%

185%

195%

195%

Loop chunking/slicing

145%

4%

196%

4%

200%

2%

188.
ammp

rectmm.c,
lines 562-1123

Basic

61%

61%

59%

59%

62%

62%

1

Speculative pipelining,
loop chunking/slicing

99%

24%

69%

6%

76%

9%

7%

7%

16%

16%

17%

17%

55%

45%

67%

44%

68%

44%

111%

36%

128%

37%

129%

36%

Speculative pipelining

17%

17%

16%

16%

27%

27%

Algorithm/data
structure changes
Complex value
prediction

67%

43%

60%

38%

72%

35%

88%

13%

113%

33%

128%

33%

126%

126%

151%

151%

>300%

>300%

175.
vpr
(place)

175.
vpr
(route)

1

1

place.c,
lines 506-513

route.c,
lines 518-541

C
I
N
T

300.
twolf

6

1

86%

100%

97%

Basic
Complex value
prediction
Parallel reductions,
explicit
synchronization

Loop chunking/slicing,
algorithm/data
structure changes

70%

70%

5%

Loop chunking/slicing,
complex value
prediction

24%

24%

mcfutil.c,
lines 80-109

19%

Parallel reductions,
speculative slices,
speculative pipelining,
complex value
prediction

55%

55%

10%

10%

16%

16%

pbeampp.c,
lines 96-121

7%

Speculative pipelining,
algorithm/data
structure changes

84%

84%

95%

95%

119%

119%

pbeampp.c,
lines 161-174

4%

Basic

64%

64%

146%

146%

197%

197%

pbeampp.c,
lines 181-195

20%

Loop chunking/slicing

89%

89%

150%

150%

211%

211%

Speculative pipelining

18%

18%

21%

21%

23%

23%

43%

21%

53%

26%

59%

29%

60%

12%

67%

9%

72%

8%

mcfutil.c,
lines 75-76

181.
mcf

100%

44%

implicit.c,
lines 246-272

2
0
0
0

Percent
execution
time
coverage

uloop.c,
lines 154-361

100%

Parallel reductions,
explicit
synchronization,
algorithm/data
structure changes
Complex value
prediction

>300% >300%

speculative threads, each thread containing multiple calls to
gl_write_texture_span, as shown in Figure 2A.
One might theorize that less execution time would be discarded if
threads were formed at a finer granularity. For example, using
speculative pipelining, we could break the original threads into
new, smaller threads along the dotted lines in each thread shown
in Figure 2A. This results in the threads shown in Figure 2B,
where
some
may
even
span
multiple
calls
to
general_textured_triangle.
This could potentially
eliminate the dominant violation due to updates to the zptr
array. However, the recoding necessary to do this is much more
complex. Also, it may not provide better performance, if
violations increase in frequency due to the sharing of the
numerous variables local to gl_write_texture_span.
Even if violations are not a problem, this still introduces more
overhead because of the need to force shared variables out of the
registers and into the caches to allow for dependence tracking.
This is an example of where a programmer may decide between
potentially better performance with a large programming effort, or
an adequate speedup with far less effort, depending on the
requirements for the performance and the cost of redesign for the
final parallel program.

4.4 188.ammp
Ammp is a computational chemistry application. 87% of the
execution
time
is
devoted
to
the
subroutine
mm_fv_update_nonbon in rectmm.c, which conducts an
update of the nonbonded potentials of the atoms. While this
subroutine possesses considerable thread-level parallelism (TLP),
it is spread between two levels of nested loops, with program
execution frequently switching between the two levels, as shown
in Figure 3. About one-third of the execution time of this
subroutine is spent at the outer level, while the remaining twothirds are spent on the inner loops, which are invoked by 8% of
the outer loop iterations. Parallelizing just the inner loops misses
the parallelism in the outer loop. On the other hand, using only
the outer loop iterations to construct threads results in 8% of the
threads being enormous, leading to thread stalls caused by load
imbalance.
While it is optimal to parallelize both levels together, our TLS
system is not capable of speculating on multiple concurrent
regions. To make our research results applicable to a wide variety
of TLS architectures, we deliberately chose a simple, lowoverhead, loop-only TLS system. However, simple modifications
to the source code using a switch-case statement allow nested
loops to be rewritten as a single-level loops using speculative
pipelining [19]. With this transformation, threads can be
constructed from different segments of the code, as shown in
Figure 3. These four different types of threads can be executed in
parallel, and this provides a significant performance boost, as
shown in Table 5. Loop chunking was required to provide good
load balancing by making most instances of the four types of
threads similar in size. With this formulation of threads, the
remaining limitations to speedup are due to violations caused by
late updates of the variable i_max.

4.5 175.vpr (place)
Vpr is a FPGA circuit place and route application. Because the
place and route portions of the program are so different, we will

Figure 3. Thread formulation for 188.ammp
discuss them here as two separate applications. Execution of vpr
(place) almost entirely comprises repeated calls within
try_place to the subroutine try_swap. Parallelizing this
loop yields only a tiny speedup, because of frequent violations
due to the serial nature of the pseudorandom number generator
used by the routine. Each pseudorandom number is used to
generate the next one, and this occurs throughout each loop
iteration.
This problem was overcome by determining that the generator is
typically called four times by each thread.
To improve
performance, the rewritten application performs value prediction
by assuming the generator function will be called four times. At
the start of each thread, the thread computes a predicted seed
value for the next thread and writes this prediction to a separate
shared variable. This prediction is used by the next thread to set
the seed for its random number generator, after which it likewise
makes a prediction for the next thread after it. At the end of all
possible calls to the generator within a thread, this prediction is
checked against the true final value of the seed. If a misprediction
has occurred, the prediction is updated to the correct value,
resulting in a violation in the next thread and re-exeution with the
correctly predicted seed. However, because the prediction is
usually correct, violations are unlikely.
This example illustrates the standard way in which complex value
prediction can be done in a TLS system. This TLS performance
technique may be possible to automate using an advanced

compiler in conjunction with application profiling. An alternative
solution for this application would have been to remove the
artificial dependency by just redesigning the random number
generator to avoid this obvious serialization. While this may be
apparent to a programmer, unfortunately compilers cannot
generally redesign programs.
In addition to using complex value prediction, performance for
vpr (place) was augmented via parallel reductions for the
summation
of
success_sum,
av_cost
and
sum_of_squares.

4.6 175.vpr (route)
Vpr (route) executes almost entirely within the subroutine
route_net in the nested loop that routes each individual pin.
This loop considers the cost of each new path and expands the
search around any that are lower cost. Basic parallelization using
each iteration of this nested loop to form a single thread is not
useful for a number of reasons. Load imbalances occur because
approximately half the iterations call expand_neighbours,
and these iterations are approximately twice as long as iterations
in which this does not occur. Speculative pipelining can be used
to split iterations that call expand_neighbours into multiple
threads of a similar length. Once this is done, late updates to
shared variables, especially those related to the heap structures,
such as heap_free_head and heap_tail, become a
problem. Because the late updates occur within subroutines
called from within route_net, the best solution was to inline
the functions and then promote late updates to the earliest
possible point in each iteration.
With these modifications, many of the remaining violations are
due to stores that do change the value of a variable, but in a way
that only infrequently affects the control flow of concurrently
executing threads. For example, when there are no more free
elements to add to the heap (heap_free_head == NULL) or
the heap is empty (heap_tail == 1), special actions must be
taken. However, most updates to the head or tail of these
structures, such as adding or removing a member, do not create
these special situations. However, every time the tail or head are
updated, a violation will occur on all conditionals predicated on
these variables in more speculative threads, anyway.
The solution is to recognize that there are two uses for each of
these variables. For example, heap_tail is used both to point
to the next element to be processed and to indicate when the heap
is empty. The next element to be processed changes with a high
frequency and is difficult to predict in advance. In contrast to
this, whether the heap is empty changes with a low frequency and
is easy to predict. By creating an additional Boolean variable to
store the value of this low frequency information and then using it
to control conditional execution in more speculative threads, we
achieve a reduction in violations and therefore better performance.

4.7 300.twolf
Twolf is a place and route simulator. Almost all execution is
contained within the main loop in uloop.c, where the algorithm
attempts to place moveable cells in different blocks and measure
the cost function. While each of these iterations could form a
thread of appropriate length, these threads suffer too many
violations.

Approximately three quarters of the execution is spent in calls to
the subroutine ucxx2 in ucxx2.c. We inlined this code and
separated each iteration of the loop in uloop into eight fairly
independent portions, some of which are only conditionally
executed. Speculative pipelining was then used to dynamically
assign one of these eight different portions to each thread. The
first portion is all of the code from the main loop in uloop.c
leading up to the call to ucxx2. The last two portions are the
code in uloop.c following the call to ucxx2. The middle five
portions are formed from the inlined code from ucxx2. This
speculative pipelining provided some speedup.
However,
violations due to shared variables are severely limiting.
After threads have been created with speculative pipelining, the
most significant violations between them occur on summation
variables such as cost and delta_vert_cost and on
accesses to netarray in various subroutines in dimbox.c
called from ucxx2. By using parallel reductions for the
summation variables and synchronizing threads that are accessing
netarray, performance was significantly enhanced. Finally, as
in vpr (place), the pseudorandom number generator
introduces an unnecessary serialization into the application.
Advanced value prediction and communication of the expected
final seed value is conducted early in each thread to mitigate this
serialization.

4.8 181.mcf
Mcf is a combinatorial optimization application. Essentially the
entire application can be parallelized by parallelizing four
subroutines,
price_out_impl
in
implicit.c,
refresh_potential
in
mcfutil.c
and
primal_bea_mpp and sort_basket in pbeampp.c.
Parallelizing price_out_impl requires parallelizing a short
inner loop. We chunked four iterations together to reduce the
speculation overheads for these short loops. Pointer chasing on
the arcin variable causes violations due to late updates, but by
using simple code motion, these updates can be hoisted to the top
of each thread. Prior to executing each of the four iterations
within each thread, a check is done of whether the arcin pointer is
NULL. If so, the thread terminates before completing any further
iterations, and this condition causes completion of the speculative
region.
Refresh_potential comprises two loops. The first loop,
resetting the nodes, was parallelized using chunks of 100
iterations to form each thread. In the original application, once
each iteration the node induction variable must be tested. In the
speculative version, advanced value prediction is used to reduce
this to just one conditional test per chunk of 100 iterations in most
cases. This explains the superlinear speedups under the perfect
memory model in Table 5. Under the real memory model,
memory stall time limits the achievable speedup.
The second loop processes a tree in a depth-first manner. The
critical path is the tree traversal code, especially due to memory
delays under the real memory model. Hence, to parallelize it we
made every alternate thread a speculative slice, which is a thread
containing only instructions from the critical path [26]. The
intervening threads conduct the actual computation at each node.
Unlike the parallelization of price_out_impl, the pointer

chasing in refresh_potential consumes a large percentage
of the total execution time. For this reason, it was assigned to its
own separate speculative-slice threads, rather than simply moved
to the beginning of each thread. Advanced value prediction is
used in the speculative slices to predict the final value of the
sibling search early, and this prediction is checked and updated, if
necessary, when the thread completes its search. We also used
parallel reductions for the checksum in the computation threads.
The short lengths of both the computation and the node traversal
threads, in conjunction with the prefetching effectively conducted
by the traversal threads, explain the larger speedups obtained
under the real memory model than the perfect memory models.
The two loops in the non-initialization section of
primal_bea_mpp were trivial to parallelize, with three
iterations per thread used for the second loop. Parallelizing
sort_basket was not easy, due to the recursive nature of the
algorithm. However, because the recursion is not deep, typically
recursing less than ten times, and because the number of
instructions executed at each level of the recursion is very small, it
can be parallelized well. This recursive sorting can be modeled as
a binary tree, where each node of the tree represents a sorting
operation. This tree has the special property that the sorting
operation represented by a node does not affect the sorting
operation of any node of the tree that is not a descendent of that
node. Speculative pipelining was used to create eleven iterations.
The first seven iterations conduct the sorting operations in the top
seven nodes of this tree that represents the recursive algorithm.
This yields eight nodes of sorting operations at the third/fourth
level of the tree of sorting operations. These eight sort baskets are
assigned to the four processors in the remaining four threads. The
first and last baskets of the array to be sorted are assigned to the
first processor, the second and the next-to-last baskets to the
second processor, etc., in order to provide better load balancing,
as the number of elements to be sorted and the degree of
sortedness of the baskets varies across the array. The approach
could obviously be extended to allow for scalability to more
processors.

5. DISCUSSION
As expected, the floating point applications were very simple to
parallelize compared to the integer ones. Few complex techniques
were used on them, and they were very uniform in the nature of
their threads. This is in contrast to the many, varying speculative
regions in the integer applications, each of which was
substantially different from the speculative regions in the rest of
the application. While high parallel coverage was managed for all
the applications, the integer applications required more effort and
more complex parallelization techniques, and each region
parallelized required a different approach to parallelization. The
complexity of the parallelization of the integer applications made
speculative pipelining an essential technique, as threads often had
to be constructed from execution segments that did not belong to
simple loops, the form of parallelism required by a simple TLS
system. In spite of these challenges, very good speedup was
managed even on these integer applications.
Table 6 provides the average lengths of the TLS threads used in
the final versions of these applications. These thread lengths
represent just the number of instructions in the original,
unmodified applications. Specifically, they do not include any of

Table 6. Speculative thread lengths
Application
CFP
2000

CINT
2000

177.mesa
179.art
183.equake
188.ammp
175.vpr (place)
175.vpr (route)
181.mcf
300.twolf
Column mean

Average dynamic thread length
in original code (instructions)
7,800
450
1,300
450
5,100
200
250
700
2,030

the overheads of executing the TLS software handlers, adapting
the applications to expose parallelism or forcing register-allocated
variables into the caches to allow the detection of violations. The
thread sizes vary considerably, but all are in the range of hundreds
to thousands of instructions long. As a result, the parallelism
extracted from these applications is thread-level parallelism and is
orthogonal to the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) that could
also be extracted from these same applications. Because of the
lengths of the threads chosen to parallelize these applications, the
extraction of ILP within each thread, for example by an aggressive
out-of-order processor, would be expected to have little effect
upon the speedups generated by TLS parallelization.
In the remainder of this section, we will provide a summary of the
obstacles we encountered to parallelizing these applications, and
what guidelines a programmer can follow to avoid developing
applications that obscure parallelism.

5.1 Hindrances to TLS Parallelization
From our experience parallelizing SPEC2000 applications, we
observed a number of common hindrances. We will briefly
summarize them here, starting with those that are inherent to the
application and working down to those that pertain to our specific
TLS system.
Many parts of integer applications are inherently difficult to
statically parallelize into threads. While speculative pipelining
allows for some dynamic adaptation of the way in which code is
divided into threads, parallelizing this kind of code may benefit
from hardware that provides more support for dynamic thread
creation, similar to [2].
Some algorithms within applications interact badly with TLS, in
general. For example, deeply recursive algorithms with extensive
execution at each level of the recursion interact very badly with
TLS. This is especially true if the recursion depth is very different
at different parts of a tree structure and the tree changes often, as
there is no indication of proper places to cut the algorithm into
load-balanced speculative threads. Even worse, reuse of global
variables during recursion generally obscures all parallelism and
completely serializes the subroutine.
Some applications interact badly with our TLS implementation.
For example, our choice to use less complex TLS hardware results
in longer communication delays between processors than in more
tightly coupled TLS architectures. This makes some thread
formulations infeasible, because the thread lengths are too short to
amortize the TLS overheads. Another problem is applications
with iterations that vary greatly in length. They overflow

speculative buffers, causing stalls, for long threads and suffer
from load imbalance on short threads. While the former problem
can be avoided with most applications, the latter is an issue that
frequently arises. Methods have been proposed to address this
problem [4]. However, speculative pipelining can be used to
dynamically redistribute work between threads to conduct
adequate load balancing, as shown for ammp.
Load imbalance stalls are caused by sudden decreases in thread
length, but not sudden increases in thread length. This is because
speculative state must be committed in order, so short threads may
need to wait for longer, prior threads to complete. Figure 4 shows
various thread length sequences. Figure 4A shows an ideal thread
length sequence resulting in no stall time. Figure 4B shows that
gradual decreases and even sudden increases in thread length also
cause no stalls. However, as Figure 4C shows, sudden, large
decreases in length do cause stall time. Figure 4D shows likewise
that large variances in thread length can cause stalls.

5.2 TLS-Friendly Uniprocessor Programming
The manner in which a uniprocessor program is written can
profoundly affect the ease with which it can be parallelized. We
have identified several simple rules that are easy for a
uniprocessor programmer to follow that allow for rapid porting of
the final program to a TLS platform.

1) Avoid recursive subroutines that return or modify critical
values needed by parents: Because TLS systems need to commit
threads in order, one can only place each call into its own thread if
each level of recursion is not dependent upon its children, which
must go into “later” threads. This is trivially the case if a
recursive subroutine call is the last statement in the parent
subroutine, and it does not return a value that is used, but this is
rare. The problem is that TLS utilizes a FIFO of threads, while
recursion uses a stack of calls. Likewise, some recursive
subroutine calls that do not affect their parent or sibling recursive
subroutine calls can be parallelized fairly easily. However, the
need for good load balancing and the requirement to store
speculative state require that the depth of recursion be both
limited and similar for all children of a parent subroutine. This is
the case for sort_basket in mcf, which allowed it to be
parallelized.
2) Avoid the use of tailored algorithms for standard purposes:
For example, certain applications benefit marginally from
complex sorting algorithms tailored to the characteristics of the
data being sorted. Replacing these with calls to standard library
sorting algorithms can facilitate their replacement with standard
parallelized library calls.
3) Avoid data structures and algorithms with undesirable
communication patterns:
Algorithms utilizing binary trees
generate data “hot spots” that cause contention and frequent
violations. Also, the use of complex sorting algorithms that swap
distant array members rather than adjacent neighbors can be much
more difficult than simpler algorithms to parallelize or
synchronize. Often these complex data structures or algorithms
are used to provide optimal uniprocessor performance. Because
TLS systems can provide a good parallel speedup on many
applications, programmers may wish to avoid the best
uniprocessor data structure or algorithm, if it is only a little more
efficient than a more easily parallelizable one.
4) Avoid unnecessary reuse of variables: Using a single
variable for multiple purposes, especially a global variable, can
often cause unnecessary violations. For example, the use of
queues, stacks or heaps accessed in multiple spots during the same
subroutine, but for different purposes, will cause violations when
the head and tail pointers or the queue length are updated. Using
separate data structures for independent portions of execution
eliminates this problem. Likewise, using the queue length to
check for an empty queue can cause unnecessary violations every
time an element is added or removed. Creating a new Boolean
variable for the condition of an empty queue, rather than reusing
the integer queue length variable, can prevent this, as we
demonstrated with vpr (route).
5) Encapsulate functionality and avoid global variables:
Large, monolithic subroutines and applications that extensively
use global variables make the task of identifying the
communication patterns in a program very difficult, thereby
complicating efforts to determine good separation points for
threads.

Figure 4. Good and bad thread length sequences

6) Avoid unnecessarily serializing algorithms: Algorithms such
as random number generators that must pass a seed to the next
generator call serialize the algorithm unnecessarily if the number
of times the generator will be called within a thread cannot be

accurately predicted. These algorithms should be replaced with
more distributed versions, instead.

using basic-block-level, butterfly profiles and run-time violation
performance monitoring, the programmer can rapidly locate
parallelism and identify variables that limit parallel performance.

6. RELATED WORK

Having described this process, we took a detailed look at the
parallelism in a number of SPEC2000 applications. For each
application, we described the specific location of this parallelism
as a roadmap to other researchers who may wish to utilize this
information for their own purposes. We have described the key
impediments in each application that blocks extraction of the
parallelism. Finally, we have discussed the methods we used to
overcome these impediments, and we have provided performance
results for each of these parallelized applications.

Research has been done on automatic parallelization [1][13] and
speculation [4][17][18][22][26] at various universities. However,
this research primarily focuses on developing methods to
automatically parallelize applications. We instead investigate two
other areas. First, we use manual parallelization, so that design
modifications and programmer expertise can be utilized to yield
higher parallel performance. In this manner, we approach the
upper bounds of the parallelism that can be extracted from these
applications, using a loosely coupled (L2-cache-connected) CMP
that supports only fairly simple TLS. Second, we use our
experience with manually parallelizing these applications to
explain precisely where in these important benchmarks TLP
exists, how to extract it and how to overcome the obstacles to
parallelization of each application.
This research supplements related research by providing a rough
indication of an upper bound on performance for similar TLS
systems exploiting TLP of the same granularity. Together with an
explanation of where and how we extracted this parallelism, it can
help direct related research to see if some of these techniques can
be automated and if improvements can be made to automated
thread selection algorithms.
While we have parallelized floating point applications, we
specifically excluded Fortran applications.
Research on
parallelizing Fortran applications has been conducted by others
[4][20][23][25]. Often this has been done with additional,
specialized support from the hardware for specific tasks such as
parallel reductions or non-blocking commits of speculative state.
We have instead focused on C programs, including integer
applications. Like us, some other researchers have focused on
general purpose applications. The Wisconsin Multiscalar team
achieves excellent speedups on general purpose applications,
including integer applications, using a more tightly coupled CMP
TLS system than ours [16][26]. Their system allows register-toregister communication between the processors, and requires a
more complex and high-speed architecture than ours, a different
hardware/software design space from our intentionally simple
TLS system. Research on automated parallelization by the CMU
STAMPede team [22][23][24] and at the University of Illinois
[4][5][25] uses less closely coupled processors in a system more
similar to ours.
Substantial research on techniques to exploit value prediction and
dynamic
synchronization
has
been
conducted
in
[3][5][7][12][16][22].
We utilize these techniques where
applicable and extend upon them. For example, we use complex
value prediction to increase performance. This extends research
from earlier studies that explores only predictions of values that
do not change or that change with a simple stride.

7. CONCLUSION
Previous studies have shown that conventional parallelization is
improved [14][18] and manual parallelization vastly simplified
[19] by the availability of TLS support. We have provided a short
description of the process by which a TLS programmer profiles,
analyzes and parallelizes an unfamiliar legacy application. By

While equake, art and mesa are relatively simple to
parallelize and can be done via automatic parallelization, the rest
of the applications benefit from the expertise of a programmer. In
ammp this is due to having the parallelism evenly divided between
two levels of a nested loop, and having complex load imbalances
based upon the outcome of a conditional statement. Vpr
(route) also exhibits complex load balance issues based upon a
conditional branch. In addition, it contains frequently updated
variables that are utilized as both integer and Boolean variables.
Splitting these uses into two separate variables enhances the
parallelism. Redesigning the recursion and shortening the critical
paths in parts of vpr (route) also enable its parallelization.
Vpr (place) suffers from artificial serialization due to a
random number generator, as does twolf. Finally, several of the
parallelized applications benefit from synchronization to eliminate
a number of preventable violations.
With the strong movement of mainstream computing toward
single-chip multiprocessors, the potential exists for TLS support
to be added to future CMPs. This would simplify the process of
parallel programming and enable higher performance on
applications with parallelism that is difficult to extract using static
methods. With this in mind, we have provided broad guidelines
to uniprocessor programmers on how to design programs that will
port easily to TLS CMP platforms. While this was done
specifically with TLS platforms in mind, all of these guidelines
also facilitate porting applications to non-TLS parallel platforms.
In summary, by providing this detailed explanation of the
parallelism in several SPEC2000 applications, we show that
significant parallelism can be extracted using TLS, even from
several integer applications. Furthermore, we show the way in
which this can be done manually, with the hope that these
examples will help inform future efforts on automated TLS
parallelization.
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